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THE SITUATION IN SOUTH-EASTERN  
EUROPE

BY
ANDREW FALL

T
he new World War originated in Central-Europe and 
then with the rapidity of lightning spread to Northern 
Europe, exciting first the wonder and then the 

stupefaction of the world.
The whole world wondered, because the countries that 

have come into being in the Scandinavian Peninsula were 
known to be the most perfectly balanced States in Europe 
— model States in cultural, political and religious respects 
alike — which had kept strictly aloof from the European 
conflict, had maintained friendly relations with all the 
Great Powers of Europe and did not lie in the path of 
expansion of any of the Great Powers (with the exception 
of Russia); so that it had been only the strange and unfatho
mable caprice of Fate that had plunged this peaceful terri
tory into the ghastly inferno of the new World War.

And the whole world was stupefied, because the events 
in the North had proved that the existence of small neutral 
States had become problematical and was at the mercy of 
the forces of the Great Powers, those States not being 
safeguarded against surprises either by international law or 
by international treaties, being on the contrary left entirely 
dependent upon their own resources and upon their geo
political situation.

The events in the North may serve as a profound and 
startling lesson to all the defenceless small nations of 
Europe, —  though in particular to the peoples of South- 
Eastern Europe exposed to menaces on all sides. It was 
from this region that the war started out on its shocking 
path of bloodshed and destruction; and, though the furies of 
war are for the moment doing their fell work of uprooting
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peaceful family existences and destroying European culture 
and civilisation at a considerable distance from the scene of 
their original depredations, they may return at any moment 
to convert into an inferno this territory which has so long 
been infected and is dancing on the edge of a boiling crater. 
For there is no denying that the Paris treaties of peace 
which concluded the first Great War set a fatal gulf between 
the peoples of Europe, the gulf being nowhere so wide or 
the chasm so unbridgable as in Central and South-Eastern 
Europe. Instead of a healthy historical development this 
region has become the scene of a perpetual and economic 
conflict. This disunion involves great dangers to the peoples 
living her, particularly as they lie in the path of expansion 
of the Great Powers. In this region the forces of three Great 
Powers are in conflict —  the Germanic, the Slav and the 
Latin. The Germanic forces are in quest of a living-space; 
the German Empire with its population of 85 million souls 
needs raw materials and is anxious to obtain these raw 
materials from the territories of South-Eastern Europe, 
desiring in consequence to draw the same into its sphere of 
interests. Far more dangerous than the expansionist endea
vours of the Germanic forces are those of Slavdom; these 
latter aim at uniting the Northern and the Southern Slavs, 
at ensuring Slav predominance in the Black Sea and in the 
Mediterranean, at establishing Slav hegemony in Asia, and 
at revolutionising the whole world. The only Great Power 
forces not involving any danger to South-Eastern Europe are 
those of the Italian Empire; for what Italy desires is not to 
reduce to subjection territories which are suitable for coloni
sation, but to create a union of peoples united for self- 
defence able to safeguard the common Latin culture of the 
Mediterranean and the political and economic harmony of 
that region and thereby to restore the European equilibrium.

The mere fact that these three Great Power forces are 
making efforts to assert themselves is in itself a serious 
handicap to this territory; but since the new World War 
broke out the Western Powers so far removed from this 
territory have appeared on the scene too, this territory be
ing the most important European source of raw materials 
and a vitally important stage in the route leading to their
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colonial empires. South-Eastern Europe has therefore been 
penetrated by all the Great Power forces, which have begun 
their struggle for raw materials and for the safeguarding of 
the strategical positions. So great are the interests at stake 
—  so complicated is the situation in this part of Europe — 
that each of the Great Powers shrinks from opening hostili
ties for fear of provoking the jealousy and the active 
intervention of all the other Great Powers. The develop
ment of events is of course incalculable. For the moment, 
however, it is in the interest alike of the Great Powers and 
of the States of South-Eastern Europe immediately concerned 
to prevent this territory being converted into a theatre 
of war.

In respect of the future development of the situation 
particular importance attaches to two of the States situated 
in this territory — Hungary and Rumania.

Hungary has grasped the lessons of history; and, as so 
often during the course of the last ten centuries, she is 
concerned primarily with great European interests. In con
junction with Italy she is working to safeguard the neutrality 
of the States of South-Eastern Europe, to unite the peoples 
living in this region, to eliminate antagonisms and to create 
a spirit of harmony — even at the cost of neglecting her 
own interests and her national aspirations. She is co
operating harmoniously with Yugoslavia — this harmony 
being most strikingly documented by the visit to Budapest, 
on April 17th., of M. Lazar Markovitch, Yugoslav Minister 
for Justice, and a few days later of M. Andres, Yugoslav 
Minister for Commerce, both these visits having rendered 
signal service to the cause of a political, ecomonic and social 
rapprochement between the two countries.

Simultaneously with the visit of the Yugoslav Minister 
for Commerce Herr Clodius, Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary, the German Minister responsible 
for the direction of Germany s economic policy in Eastern 
Europe, paid a visit to the Hungarian Capital; while on May 
2nd. Budapest had the honour of welcoming Italian states
men, Signor Riccardi, Minister for Currency Policy, and 
Signor Host-Visturi, Minister for Communications, who 
were accompanied by Signor Giannini, Envoy Extraordinary
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and Minister Plenipotentiary, head of the economic section 
of the Italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs.

Within the space of a fews days, therefore, the Ministers 
of three neighbouring States have visited Hungary; and these 
visits throw light upon the geopolitical importance of Hun
gary, as also on the unswerving and constructive peace 
policy pursued consistently by the statesmen responsible for 
Hungary’s foreign policy.

Rumania, on the other hand, is pursuing the same 
onesided nationalist policy as that pursued by Czecho-Slo- 
vakia, though she is in a similarly precarious situation owing 
to the Paris treaties of peace having allotted to her too 
territories wrested from all her neighbours, augmenting the 
pre-War area of that country by 114% and converting into 
the most dangerous stormcentres of Europe the Transylva
nia wrested from Hungary, the Bessarabia taken from Russia 
and the Dobrudja wrested from Bulgaria. In defying all her 
neighbours Rumania is pursuing a policy of desperation. 
This policy is not of service either to herself or to the 
European community. She is not doing any good to herself, 
because she will be unable to cope with all her neighbours 
combined and may share the fate of Czecho-Slovakia. Nor 
is she doing the European community and good, for she is 
the sole obstacle to a reconciliation and union of the peoples 
of South-Eastern Europe, — thereby endangering the 
maintenance of the neutrality of the peoples living in this 
territory, which is an important interest, not only of these 
peoples themselves, but of the whole of Europe.

For that very reason a great stir was caused in Hun
gary by a report published in the "Giornale d’ltalia“ to the 
effect that Rumania was anxious to bring about an improve
ment of her relations with Hungary and Bulgaria by means 
of direct intercourse. Hungary will of course be delighted 
to meet with goodwill any initative in this direction on the 
part of Rumania; only experience warns us to be cautious. 
But the responsibility and the danger is now far greater 
than before. At the cost of certain sacrifices the Rumanian 
Government may ensure the security of the future and of 
the development of the Rumanian people; but that end can
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only be achieved by means of a reconciliation with Hungary 
and Bulgaria.

There are indeed two other ways open to Rumania, — 
one being reconciliation with Soviet Russia, a course which 
would involve the absorption of Rumania in the Soviet 
Empire and her exclusion from Europe, the other alternative 
being to fight with all her neighbours and be annihilated 
as Czecho-Slovakia has been.

The neutrality and the future of the peoples of South- 
Eastern Europe depends therefore upon which of the two 
paths open to her Rumania chooses to follow — that connect
ing her with Europe or that withdrawing her to Asia? We 
would hope that a spirit of understanding and commonsense 
will gain the upper hand in Rumania and that that country 
will not tear herself away from the community of the peoples 
of Europe.
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